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Urban visibility for cyclists, 
runners and pedestrians

By paying attention to detail and quality, Bookman 
strives to design smart and beautiful solutions 
for cyclists, runners and pedestrians that need 
to see and be seen.

With heavy focus on the details, quality and 
safety, the design has one goal: Prevent  
accidents by making everyone visible in traffic.

Based in Stockholm, Sweden, Bookman draws 
on the heritage of Swedish safety-conscious 
brands but also finds inspiration in the traditions 
of minimalistic, functional Scandinavian design 
and innovative technology. 

In 2011 Bookman’s first lights launched—colourful, 
minimalistic and functional, pitched at the urban 
cyclist and design enthusiasts. Since then, 
Bookman products have been embraced by the 
likes of MoMA, Colette, Merci, Selfridges and 
Paragon Sports, and its portfolio of products has 
grown to wearable lighting and visibility products 
for everyday use, not just the cycling community.

In 2018 Bookman became Bookman Urban 
Visibility, a reflection of its expanding mission 
to make sure everyone can be visible and safe 
without sacrificing their style.
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rechargeable 
headlamp
for running
Monocle is a lightweight, rechargeable head-
lamp specially designed for running. It’s a 
compact yet high-performing light without the 
unnecessary features, so you can focus on your 
stride. With 225 lumens, focus beam pattern 
and different modes, it’s ideal for low-light 
outdoor activities when you need to see where 
you’re going, and will keep you safer in traffic. 
While the low weight minimize bouncing.

This headlamp features stepless angle adjust-
ment, so you can point it exactly where you 
need to. With a clean, minimalistic look and  
this season’s colors to enhance your outfit,  
an adjustable strap so it sits securely, and a 
button that’s easy to operate with gloves on.

Holding the on/off button also locks the light 
and reduces the risk of accidently turning it 
on when packing it in your bag.

— 3 modes: 100%, 50%, 15%
— Battery life up to 10 hours
— 225 lumens
— Size: 55 x 31 mm

MONOCLE

MONOCLE SANDGRAY 
ART. NO. 477

MONOCLE GREEN  
ART. NO. 478

MONOCLE BLACK
ART. NO. 476
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rechargeable 
ambient light
The Glowing Visibility Lightstick has an elegant 
360-degree glow to make you visible and safe 
in traffic. Whether you’re on the way to the sub-
way, out with the dog, or want your kids to be 
safer outside, the Lightstick makes you be seen 
by others from afar.

Compared to regular reflectors, the Lightstick is 
visible without an external light source, such as 
car headlights. The high-quality build means it’s 
waterproof and sturdy. While the clip means you 
can attach it securely on your jacket zipper, bag 
or your dog’s collar.

To reduce the risk of a sudden blackout, the 
Lightstick is equipped with a smart power con-
trol that automatically reduces brightness. By 
lowering the battery usage, the light will fade to 
maximize runtime. 

Features
— Rechargeable 
— Fade-out function
— Different modes
— Waterproof

Size
— 70×15 mm

LIGHTSTICK

LIGHTSTICK BLACK
ART. NO. 479

LIGHTSTICK SANDGRAY
ART. NO. 480
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super bright 
wearable 
light clip
Powerful wearable light clip for visibility and 
safety in traffic during urban outdoor activities 
such as running, cycling, walking.

Clips on to any bag or garment or baby stroller 
with the strong clip. 

— White and red light modes
— Super bright 
— Water resistant 

LEDs
— 3 × white LEDs
— 2 × red LEDs 

Battery
— Lithium polymer 180mAh 3.7V

Runtime
— 60 hours

Charging time
— 1.5 hours from flat

Package contents
— 1 × Eclipse
— 1 × Micro USB cable

ECLIPSE GRAY
ART. NO. 405

ECLIPSE

ECLIPSE ORANGE
ART. NO. 462

ECLIPSE BEIGE
ART. NO. 444

ECLIPSE BLUE
ART. NO. 461

ECLIPSE GREEN 
ART. NO. 443

ECLIPSE BLACK
ART. NO. 404
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rechargeable  
bike light 
(front)
Block Light Front is a compact, rechargeable 
bicycle light. The design is based on the now 
classic, well-known Bookman Light – with the 
addition of a sleek lens to distribute the light. 

On the inside, however, everything is new.
Equipped with the latest LEDs and Lithium ION 
battery to make it super bright, yet long lasting 
in battery time. With its four different modes it 
is perfect for the commuter or the dedicated 
road cyclist that are looking for a slim light to 
illuminate their twilight rides.

Super bright 
— Front: 50 lumens

Runtime
— Up to 25 hours

Charging time
— 2 hours from flat

Package contents
— 1 × Block Light Front
— 1 × Micro USB cable

BLOCK LIGHT FRONT

BLOCK LIGHT FRONT BLACK 
ART. NO. 411

BLOCK LIGHT FRONT GREEN 
ART. NO. 445

BLOCK LIGHT FRONT BLUE 
ART. NO. 457

BLOCK LIGHT FRONT BEIGE 
ART. NO. 446

BLOCK LIGHT FRONT ORANGE 
 ART. NO. 458

BLOCK LIGHT FRONT WHITE 
ART. NO. 412
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rechargeable  
bike light
(rear)
Block Light Rear is a compact, rechargeable 
bicycle light. The design is based on the now 
classic, well-known Bookman Light – with the 
addition of a sleek lens to distribute the light. 

On the inside, however, everything is new.
Equipped with the latest LEDs and Lithium ION 
battery to make it super bright, yet long lasting 
in battery time. With its four different modes it 
is perfect for the commuter or the dedicated 
road cyclist that are looking for a slim light to 
illuminate their twilight rides.

Super bright 
— 18 lumens

Runtime
— Up to 25 hours

Charging time
— 2 hours from flat

Package contents
— 1 × Block Light Rear 
— 1 × Micro USB cable

BLOCK LIGHT REAR BLACK 
ART. NO. 413

BLOCK LIGHT REAR

BLOCK LIGHT REAR GREEN 
ART. NO. 447

BLOCK LIGHT REAR BLUE 
ART. NO. 459

BLOCK LIGHT REAR BEIGE 
ART. NO. 448

BLOCK LIGHT REAR ORANGE 
ART. NO. 460

BLOCK LIGHT REAR WHITE 
ART. NO. 414
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recharge able 
high power  
front light
Rechargeable high power bike light with a 
brightness of up 220 lumens and a run-time of 
up to 70 hours. Easy to attach and detach from 
the handlebar with the elastic silicone band.

On the brightest setting, the light produces 220 
lumens for 2.5 hours. In the power saving flash 
mode the light can last up to a lengthy 70 hours. 
A convenient USB charging cable is included.

The design of the glass, which spills over the 
sides, ensures a wide range of light, not only in 
front of the cyclist but also reflects off the sides. 
This results in a cyclist peace of mind that the 
light provides them with clear visibility of the 
roads as well as being visible to other travelers 
at 180 degrees around them.

The completely weather resistant light (IP-44) 
will show you the way through rain, hail or snow. 

Fits handlebar diameters from 22 to 42 mm

Charging time
— 2 hours from flat

Battery
— 650 mAh

Package contents 
— Curve Front Light
— Micro USB cable

CURVE FRONT LIGHT

CURVE FRONT LIGHT BLACK/BLACK
ART. NO. 415

CURVE FRONT LIGHT WHITE/WHITE 
ART. NO. 417

CURVE FRONT LIGHT GREEN 
ART. NO. 439

CURVE FRONT LIGHT BEIGE 
ART. NO. 464

CURVE FRONT LIGHT BLUE 
ART. NO. 463

CURVE FRONT LIGHT ORANGE 
ART. NO. 440
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recharge able 
high power  
rear light
Curve Rear Light, a bright rear light on a curve 
design that emits light at a 180 degree angle.  
It has a maximum brightness of 37 lumens and 
a run-time of up to 32 hours. It’s quick and easy 
USB recharge ability will keep you from being  
in the dark. 

Curve light, easily attaches and detaches from 
the seat post of any bicycle thanks to its elastic 
silicone band. Press and hold to turn it on or off, 
and click to change between the five modes of 
light available.

The light is equipped with three LED’s, one 
super bright to make the cyclists visible from 
far and two bright LED’s for comfortable side 
vision. This ensures that the cyclist can be 
spotted from far away and it also gives visibility 
to travelers at 180-degree angle.

It is weather resistant and can withstand  
rain, hail and snow.

Charging time
— 2 hours from flat

Battery
— 650 mAh

Package contents 
— Curve Rear Light
— Micro USB cable

CURVE REAR LIGHT

CURVE REAR LIGHT BLACK/BLACK 
ART. NO. 370

CURVE REAR LIGHT WHITE/WHITE
ART. NO. 410

CURVE REAR LIGHT GREEN 
ART. NO. 441

CURVE REAR LIGHT BEIGE 
ART. NO. 466

CURVE REAR LIGHT BLUE 
ART. NO. 465

CURVE REAR LIGHT ORANGE 
ART. NO. 442
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CLIP-ON REFLECTORS

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS 
WHITE, ART. NO. 279

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS 
GREEN, ART. NO. 437

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS 
BLUE, ART. NO. 467

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS 
BLACK, ART. NO. 296

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS 
MINT, ART. NO. 409

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS 
PINK, ART. NO. 408 

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS 
ORANGE, ART. NO. 438

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS 
BEIGE, ART. NO. 468

wearable 
magnetic  
reflectors
Clip-on Reflectors are a convenient and
effortless way to add reflection to any item or
outfit. These handy and easy-to-attach
reflectors add visibility to any item of clothing
you clip them on to, ensuring you will be seen
in the dark.

The strong magnetic ends sit firmly through
all weather conditions, so you don’t have to
worry once you’ve clipped them on.

Small enough to leave in your bag when you
don’t need them, but big enough to keep you
safe when you do.

A reflector increases the distance from where 
you can be seen by approaching traffic from 25 
meters to 125 meters.

Contents
— 2 Clip-on Reflectors

EN13356:2001 | PPE T
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SNAP BAND REFLECTORS

SNAP BAND REFLECTORS 
WHITE, ART. NO. 427

SNAP BAND REFLECTORS 
BLACK, ART. NO. 426

SNAP BAND REFLECTORS 
PINK, ART. NO. 428

SNAP BAND REFLECTORS 
ORANGE, ART. NO. 474

SNAP BAND REFLECTORS 
GREEN, ART. NO. 473

SNAP BAND REFLECTORS 
MINT, ART. NO. 429

SNAP BAND REFLECTORS 
BLUE, ART. NO. 472

snap band 
reflectors
With Snap Band Reflectors you get 360-degree 
visibility making you safer in traffic and seen 
from all directions. No matter what clothes you 
wear these reflectors adjust and fit comfortably 
without dangling – making them perfect for high 
pace activities. These handy and easy-to-attach 
reflectors snap on to your arms or legs, bag or 
stroller, ensuring you will be seen in the dark no 
matter if you are running walking or cycling.

Thanks to premium quality spring steel the re-
flectors not only fits better to your arms or legs 
but are also more comfortable.

A reflector increases the distance from where 
you can be seen by approaching traffic from 25 
meters to 125 meters.

Contents
— 2 Snap Band Reflectors

EN13356:2001 | PPE T
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HANGING REFLECTOR

soft  
reflectors 
for bags and 
garments
Designed to dangle these reflectors will max-
imize visibility in low light environments. The 
neat plastic clip and strong cord provide secure 
fastening to your clothes or bag. Whether cy-
cling, walking the dog or taking a midnight stroll, 
attach them to be seen in the dark and make 
your twilight journey safer. 

A reflector increases the distance from where 
you can be seen by approaching traffic from 25 
meters to 125 meters.

Shapes 
— Circle or rectangle 

Contents
— 1 Hanging Reflector

EN13356:2001 | PPE T

HANGING REFLECTOR RECTANGLE 
PINK, ART. NO. 420

HANGING REFLECTOR RECTANGLE 
MINT, ART. NO. 421

HANGING REFLECTOR CIRCLE PINK, 
ART. NO. 424

HANGING REFLECTOR RECTANGLE 
WHITE, ART. NO. 419

HANGING REFLECTOR CIRCLE WHITE, 
ART. NO. 423

HANGING REFLECTOR RECTANGLE 
BLACK, ART. NO. 418

HANGING REFLECTOR CIRCLE BLACK, 
ART. NO. 422

HANGING REFLECTOR CIRCLE 
ORANGE, ART. NO. 471

HANGING REFLECTOR CIRCLE GREEN, 
ART. NO. 470

HANGING REFLECTOR CIRCLE BLUE, 
ART. NO. 469
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REFLECTIVE PINS

REFLECTIVE PIN SILVER 
ART. NO. 430

reflective pin 
for bags and 
garments
Pin Reflectors provide a minimalistic way to 
improve your visibility. The Pin provides secure 
fastening to what you’re wearing and can be 
attached to your clothes, bags or baby 
stroller etc. 

Whether cycling or walking, add them to be 
seen in the dark, making your twilight journey 
that much safer.

A reflector increases the distance from where 
you can be seen by approaching traffic from 25 
meters to 125 meters.

Contents
— 2 Pin Reflectors

EN13356:2001 | PPE TYPE 2
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REFLECTIVE STICKERS

REFLECTIVE BONE  
STICKERS

REFLECTIVE LEOPARD PRINT
STICKERS BLACK

REFLECTIVE STICKERS BLACK, 
ART. NO. 317

REFLECTIVE STICKERS BLUE, 
ART. NO. 276

REFLECTIVE STICKERS WHITE, 
ART. NO. 273

REFLECTIVE STICKERS RED, 
ART. NO. 272

REFLECTIVE STICKERS RED, 
ART. NO. 274

REFLECTIVE STICKERS GREEN, 
ART. NO. 275

REFLECTIVE BONE STICKERS, 
ART. NO. 379

REFLECTIVE LEOPARD PRINT  
STICKERS BLACK, ART. NO. 347

REFLECTIVE LEOPARD PRINT 
STICKERS WHITE, ART. NO. 349

REFLECTIVE LEOPARD PRINT 
STICKERS YELLOW, ART. NO. 348

reflective 
stickers for
bike frames
A fun and smart way to add some extra color
and safety to your journey. Being adhesive, the 
stickers can be easily attached to any frame, 
fork or fender and peeled off with no harm done. 
Customise your bike with some sparkling colors 
and be more visible in traffic.

They don’t lose their adhesiveness so you
don’t need to worry about them letting you
down when you most need them. Rain, hail
or snow, they’ve got you covered.

Instructions
— Clean the surface where you want to
 mount the sticker.

The stickers can be peeled off from the
frame without harming it.
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This year, we are releasing a whole new category 
specially devoted to kids. While a bit more playful, 
these products still offer the highest quality and 
safety. And, of course, they’re based on  
the same design principles as our regular line. 

Perhaps these stylish items will even evoke 
some envy among many of the grownups  
out there.

new kids 
category
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zipper light 
for kids
This kids' version of the Lightstick has the same
features, technology and high quality as the
regular Lightstick. The difference is that this
one comes in two fun shapes.

With an elegant 360-degree glow, this tiny,
rechargeable and waterproof Lightstick makes
your kids more visible from afar. However, it’s
not a replacement for other visibility products.
Attach it securely on their jacket zipper, bag or
a pocket.

Features:
—Rechargeable
—Fade-out function
—Different modes
—Waterproof
—Size: 45x15 mm (excl. light guide)

LIGHTSTICK BEAR GREEN,   
ART. NO. 482

LIGHTSTICK GHOST PINK,  
ART. NO. 481
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soft 
adventure 
reflectors
The Soft Adventure Reflectors will protect your 
kids in the dark. Built up by simple geometrical 
shapes, we can’t guarantee these little wild 
animals will scare anyone, but they will definitely 
add safety thanks to their certified reflective 
capabilities.

Attach them to clothing, backpacks or a baby 
stroller with either the clasp or the string.

Certified in accordance with the EN 13356 
Standard

Features:
— Attachable clasp and string
— Certified reflective capabilities
— Playful geometrical animal shapes

EN13356:2001 | PPE T

HANGING REFLECTORS BIRD BLUE, 
ART. NO. 486

HANGING REFLECTORS GHOST PINK, 
ART. NO. 485

HANGING REFLECTORS BEAR 
YELLOW, ART. NO. 483

HANGING REFLECTORS DINOSAUR 
GREEN, ART. NO. 487

HANGING REFLECTORS FOX RED, 
ART. NO. 484
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reflective  
adventure 
stickers
The Reflective Adventure Stickers are a fun 
way to add some extra color and safety to your 
journey. These adhesive stickers can be easily 
attached to any frame, fork or helmet, and peel 
off with no harm done.

The Stickers don’t lose their adhesiveness, so 
you don’t need to worry about them letting you 
down when you need them most. Rain, hail or 
snow, they’ve got you covered.

Customize their bike with some sparkling colors 
and make them more visible in traffic. Combine 
different colors for playful designs.

— 4 colors with different shapes
— Long-lasting adhesiveness
— Playful designs

REFLECTIVE STICKERS ADVENTURE 
BLUE, ART. NO. 491

REFLECTIVE STICKERS ADVENTURE 
WHITE, ART. NO. 488

REFLECTIVE STICKERS ADVENTURE 
GREEN, ART. NO. 490

REFLECTIVE STICKERS ADVENTURE 
YELLOW, ART. NO. 489
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retail  
displays
Our high quality displays is a great way to 
showcase Bookman products in a premium way 
and maximise sales potential within your store.  
They come is 3 sizes from the large floor stand 
to the small desk top display to fit your specific 
needs and available space. 

The flexible displays are double sided and the 
hooks can be rearranged to fit your selection of 
products. 

With our magnetic marketing material you can 
customize the top of the display to fit your 
selection and stay updated. 

Sizes
— Large 150 cm / 48 hooks
— Medium 68 cm / 18 hooks
— Small 48 cm / 8 hooks

POS-DISPLAYS

FLOOR DISPLAY LARGE
ART. NO. 436

TABLETOP DISPLAY MEDIUM
ART. NO. 435

TABLETOP DISPLAY SMALL
ART. NO. 434
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custom  
tabletop 
displays
The Cardboard displays are the perfect way 
highlight induvidual products and can be used 
in combination with the Metal display. They 
fit perfectly at the checkout and can be used 
permanently or as an extra display during peak 
season. 

Cardboard display is avialable for:
—   Curve Light
— Eclipse
— Clip-on Reflectors 

POS-DISPLAYS

CURVE LIGHT DISPLAY 
ART. NO. 377

CLIP-ON REFLECTORS  
DISPLAY, ART. NO. 378

ECLIPSE DISPLAY 
ART. NO. 407
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